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I. A BSTRACT
A novel approach to identify the geometrical (anti)clusters formed by the Polyakov loops of the same sign, to study their properties and to analyze their size distributions in the
lattice SU(2) gluodynamics is developed [1]. Using the suggested approach, we explain the phase transition in SU(2) gluodynamics as a transition between two liquids during
which one of the liquid droplets (the largest cluster of a certain Polyakov loop sign) experiences a condensation, while another droplet (the next to the largest cluster of
opposite Polyakov loop sign) evaporates. The clusters of smaller sizes form two accompanying gases, which behave oppositely to their liquids. The liquid droplet formula is
used to analyze the size distributions of the gas (anti)clusters. It is shown that surface tension of gaseous (anti)clusters can serve as an order parameter of the deconfinement
phase transition in SU(2) gluodynamics. The Fisher topological exponent τ of (anti)clusters is found to have the same value 1.806 ± 0.008, which agrees with an exactly
solvable model of the nuclear liquid-gas phase transition [3] and disagrees with the Fisher droplet model [4], which may evidence for the fact that the SU(2) gluodynamics and
the model [3] are in the same universality class.

II. I DENTIFICATION
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Polyakov loop - gauge invariant analog of continuous spin
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III. S IZE

V. N EW

DISTRIBUTIONS

Numerical simulations:
I 3 +1 dimensional lattice with Nσ = 24, Nτ = 8
I 13 values of inverse coupling β ∈ [2.3115, 3]
I vacuum cut-off parameter Lcut = 0.1 and 0.2
I 1600 independent configurations for all β, Lcut
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Largest fragment - “anticluster liquid droplet”
I Next to the largest fragment - “cluster liquid droplet”
I Gas (anti)clusters correspond to their “liquids”
I Liquid Droplet Formula for average number of gas (anti)clusters [4]
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β > βc : max K (β) − max K (βc ) = a · (βc − β)b
Lcut type
a
0.1 Cl −3056 ± 246
0.1 aCl 2129 ± 160
0.2 Cl −4953 ± 443
0.2 aCl 2462 ± 87.7

b
χ2 /dof
0.2964 ± 0.0284 16.32/4 ' 4.08
0.3315 ± 0.0269 8.94/4 ' 2.235
0.3359 ± 0.0289 12.3/3 ' 4.01
0.3750 ± 0.0129 2.068/4 ' 0.517

Critical exponent β: 0.3265 for 3D Ising model [5]
0.335 for simple liquids [6]
I Reduced surface tension coefficient

C - normalization factor, ν - reduced chemical potential, σ - reduced
surface tension coefficient, τ - Fisher topological exponent, kmin - size
of the minimal (anti)cluster described by the liquid droplet formula
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Distributions for β ≤ βc ' 2.52
I symmetry between (anti)cluster distributions
I gas and “liquid” domains are well separated

|L(~x )| < Lcut ⇒ auxiliary vacuum
|L(~x )| ≥ Lcut ⇒ (anti)clusters
U4(~x , t) − temporal gauge link
Lcut − vacuum cut − off parameter

IV. D ETERMINATION

ORDER PARAMETERS

Distributions for β > βc ' 2.52
I no symmetry between (anti)cluster distributions
I “cluster liquid” evaporates to cluster gas
I anticluster gas condensates to “anticluster liquid”
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Quality of the data description is almost the same for all kmin ≥ 2

I

β > βc : σ(β) − σ(βc ) = d · (βc − β)B
Lcut type
d
0.1 Cl
−0.485 ± 0.014
0.1 aCl
2.059 ± 0.028
0.2 Cl −0.2796 ± 0.0118
0.2 aCl
1.344 ± 0.033
I

kmin = 2 ⇒ τ is independent on β for both clusters and anticlusters

I

kmin = 2 and τ = 1.806 ± 0.008, which agrees with Ref. [3] (τ < 2)

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
I

The approach to study the properties of the Polyakov loop geometrical (anti)clusters is developed.

B
0.2920 ± 0.0012
0.4129 ± 0.0077
0.2891 ± 0.0016
0.4483 ± 0.0021

χ2 /dof
1.43/4 ' 0.36
1.68/4 ' 0.48
1.11/4 ' 0.28
0.66/2 ' 0.33

Volume
fraction
 P kn(a)Cl ,
(anti)clusters
k
Ktot =
k
 1 − K aCl − K Cl , auxiliary vacuum
tot
tot

Volume fraction of vacuum is independent on β.
Is vacuum incompressible?
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